Enter the world of the tea ceremony, and experience traditional Japanese culture first-hand.

Manner

1. The wagashi (sweets) is served and the host will say "please eat the sweets." When you bow to return, say "okashi o choushi itashimasu." I’m receiving the sweets.

2. The tea is served then you bow to the host again, say, "otemae choushi itashimasu." I’m receiving the tea.

3. Turn the ‘chawan’ (tea bowl) clockwise two times and start to drink the tea.

4. After you have finished drinking the tea, turn the tea bowl once. And then return the tea bowl to the edge of the tatami mat, back to the place it was first served to you.

※ This manner may be different from other tea schools. However, this is the etiquette for this tea ceremony.

The first time you see the model of teacher’s manner, the second time you experience the manners of tea ceremony for yourself.

Tea ceremony experience

※ The menu concerning both Sentya and Gyokuro is only offered four times a month on specific days. Please contact for details.
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